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Dr. Betz Tours Europe

Dr. Siegmund Betz, English department chairman, completed his eighth European tour August 5. The tour is sponsored every year by British-American Associates, a foundation organization which promotes friendship between Britain and America. The chief function of the organization is to sponsor lecture tours for American students.

Dr. Betz says that the English have a tremendous interest in the American Bicentennial. He states that a considerable amount of American literature and history is studied in England.

Since his first tour in 1955, Dr. Betz has spent a substantial amount of time in England. "Each time I visit England it is different, just as America differs," he noted. He stated that the hot, dry season in England is the worst in 500 years. Dr. Betz says that he intends to go back anytime he can because England has become his second home.

As a result of his tours, Dr. Betz has been able to visit places related to literature and has gained valuable background for his teaching work at Edgecliff.

Montessori Students Visit Zoo

Baboons, camels, gibbons and baby tigers were the main attraction as twenty-one of Montessori's students spent two days at the Cincinnati Zoo.

Each student was assigned four hours of observing two different animals that they had never been familiar with. A written report was later to be submitted.

One objective for observing these animals was to show students the importance of animals living in a natural environment, thus exhibiting the importance of children being in one.

One student pointed out the fact that the movements of the smaller animals were awkward, like a child before he has control over his body. Another student observed that on the first day, which was hot, the animals stayed under the trees, but on the next day, which had an overcast, the animals were very active.

The Montessori students were not the only ones observing. As a matter of fact, they were being observed by other people. After people found out what the students were doing, most became excited about the project and volunteered information.

Metro Serves Edgecliff College

Metro Serves Edgecliff College QUEEN City Metro operates several routes in the vicinity of Edgecliff College in Walnut Hills including Rt. 49 - Zoo Fairmount and stops at Park and Cypress Avenues, 2 blocks from campus; Rt. 9 - Eden Park and Miamisburg, 24 Mt. Washington, 31 Collegeville and Ed Madisonville stop close to the campus. All five routes run frequently throughout the day, including Saturdays and Sundays. Routes A, 24, 46, and 69 travel from Downtown to Edgecliff, the Rt. 31 in a Crosstown route which travels from Price Hill thru Hughes Corner and then thru Clifton to Walnut Hills. A number of routes from all parts of the city connect with the Rt. 31 at various transfer points. Some of these are K, 10, 32 and 53 at 8th & State; 17, 19, 60, 61, E, 16, and 22 at Hughes Corner and 48, and 61 at Peabody Corner.

The fare within the city limits is 25 cents and transfers are free upon request from the operator. For exact schedule information or times, call our Information Center at 621-4458. Schedules can be picked up at the Sullivan Hall desk.

by KIRK JUNKER

It's the latest addition to the Edgecliff campus. It's bigger than a bread box, heavier than a pick-up truck, and brighter than the greenest grass. But everyone still asks, "What is it?"

The large, green box located in the lot adjacent to Grace Hall is the latest project of our own Bicentennial Committee. In an exclusive telephone interview, Sister Rosea, a Committee member, filled in all the details. The Bicentennial program was divided into three parts; past, present, and future. The boxcar is the project for the future or "the horizon." Donated by several local businesses, the car will store audio and video records for use in the coming months. "The attitudes, traditions, and ideas of the Bicentennial...will be recorded through films, projects, etc., said Sister Rosea. Various departments will concern themselves with their respective areas, for example the Art Department (both students and faculty) will relate their ideas about American Art in 1776. The compiled films and materials will then be displayed in the railroad boxcars.

Contributions by all students are encouraged. A Bicentennial Committee tribute will not be on display until probably the end of this year. Originally the Committee intended to be ready earlier but renovation of the old steel structure is taking longer than predicted. With luck, the "Bicentennial Boxcar" may prove a valuable aid to the Edgecliff community in years to come.
Kissinger Urges Independence For Southwest Africa

by Jack Anderson with Joe Spero

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State Henry Kissinger recently returned from Zurich where he met with South Africa’s Prime Minister John Vorster. The two men do not agree on any fundamental issue. Not since the Vietnam War has Kissinger devoted such concentrated attention to South Africa. Yet, in a way, the visit may have been part of man’s past since the phenomena that far as they did?

It is interesting to note that the Education department, along with the campus union, seems to be occupying the former dining rooms, which have been newly painted and antiques added. A lounge has been provided so that the men have some place to socialize.

The Long Poet

It was a great summer.

Whether passing time doing everyday things or relishing quiet moments, there was a good book or an interesting person. It was good.

One of my past times became stargazing. But wasn’t it summer, I was looking and wondering about something else.

UFO’s.

I saw planes and many stars and sometimes a bright moving light very high up that I couldn’t identify.

I began to speculate about this phenomenon that I later learned has been part of man’s past since the beginning. Who are the beings that made and perhaps ruled the planet? What role did they play in our lives thus far?

The possibilities are endless. If these beings are peaceful and I believe they are, what might unknown concepts could they teach us? Do they even know our lives? Have they died their lives and selfishly taken interest in the affairs of our world?

I reflect on the lore of thousands of tall stories left in history. Did they plant hundreds of civilizations? Did they in their own way remain they have been there as long as they are?

In the end, I cannot help but believe their presence in our lives is near.

What if one day we might be able to meet them?

Letters to the Editor

Don dollars, a junior this year, comes to Edgecliff from Chatfield College in St. Martin, Ohio. As the first male Resident Assistant (RA) at Edgecliff, Don has assumed a position of importance and responsibility.

The Lonely Poet

It was a good summer.

Whether passing time doing everyday things or relishing quiet moments, there was a good book or an interesting person. It was good.

One of my past times became stargazing. But wasn’t it summer, I was looking and wondering about something else.

UFO’s.

I saw planes and many stars and sometimes a bright moving light very high up that I couldn’t identify.

I began to speculate about this phenomenon that I later learned has been part of man’s past since the beginning. Who are the beings that made and perhaps ruled the planet? What role did they play in our lives thus far?

The possibilities are endless. If these beings are peaceful and I believe they are, what might unknown concepts could they teach us? Do they even know our lives? Have they died their lives and selfishly taken interest in the affairs of our world?

I reflect on the lore of thousands of tall stories left in history. Did they plant hundreds of civilizations? Did they in their own way remain they have been there as long as they are?

In the end, I cannot help but believe their presence in our lives is near.

What if one day we might be able to meet them?
Six New Faces at Edgecliff

by Nancy Goldberg and Cindy Rassano

Six new faculty members have joined Edgecliff's staff this year. They are: Mrs. Dee Casey, Sister Marilyn Rose Dietz, RSM, Sister Francine Elizabeth Cesey, Professor of History; Sister Michaela, Ms. JoAnn Storey, and Dr. Herb Looman.

Sister Francine is teaching courses in literature and history. She also supervises students who are doing their student teaching. Sister Marilyn has a special interest in the educable mentally retarded. She taught in the special education program at the University of Cincinnati, where she co-ordinated and supervised programs. "Edgecliff is great," and feels that the atmosphere is stimulating and inspiring.

Sister Michaela taught at the Queens and Maryknoll Elementary School and has taught elementary school children. She is teaching classes in the education department. Ms. Casey was Associate Professor and Section Chairperson of Nursing at Purdue University. This year, she will be a Professor of Nursing at Edgecliff. She is a member of the department. Before going to Purdue, Mrs. Casey taught at the College of Saint Joseph, Montreal for 6 years, and she says she is happy to be back in Cincinnati.

Ms. JoAnn Storey, currently a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Connecticut, is a new face in the Sociology Department. She received her Masters Degree from Columbus State College in 1959. She worked approximately five years, but dropped out to raise her children, returning to her field eight years later. Ms. Storey has served as an assistant to Dean of Students at Hunter College in New York City. She was involved in counseling, financial aid, and other student matters. She then became Dean of Student Affairs at the University of Cincinnati where she was involved in counseling, financial aid, and the College community services. Several of Ms. Storey's classes are small and she is programmed for the minority bursar students. She finds Edgecliff's atmosphere in the theatre department to be extremely friendly and congenial.

Dr. Herb Looman, originally from St. Louis, Missouri, received his Masters Degree at St. Louis University in 1959. He received his Masters Degree in social design from the University of Denver. He taught at the University of Massachusetts, Nassau Community College and most recently at Trenton State College. He is happy to be back in his native Cincinnati.

Dr. Harold Woodward, who was born and raised in New Hampshire, has taught at the University of Cincinnati, at Trinity College of Burlington, Vermont. He is an instructor in Edgecliff's Special Education Program. He finds "tremendous potential" in the Special Education Program, and likes what he has seen of the college so far. Cincinnati itself has captured his liking. He describes it as a "town within a city" and it impressed by its congenial, midwestern atmosphere.

Orientation went exceptionally well this year, thanks to theatre chairperson Jan Weisenberger and all the hardworking theatre students. Due to the absence of President Diane Burns, Vice-President Peg O'Malley, and Dean Kubitza, the theatre atmosphere was a little different this year. But that hunger of the body for freedom from bondage and poverty is the hunger of the spirit for immortal life, and as Mother Teresa of Calcutta proclaimed at the opening mass, the cause of the world's hungry and the cause of the world's poor is one.

What is the Klongon congress about? Is there a world hunger theme? 1. What was the name of Spock's brother? 2. What is the name of the Spock's brother? 3. What is the name of the Vulcan stringed instrument? 4. If edgecliff exists for the transmission of knowledge, pursuit of truth, development of the individual and the general well-being of this society, free inquiry and an expression are indispensable to the attainment of these goals.

Student Government welcomes everyone to Edgecliff College. As I see it, Edgecliff exists for the transmission of knowledge, pursuit of truth, development of the individual and the general well-being of this society, free inquiry and an expression are indispensable to the attainment of these goals.

Student Government believes that everyone should be encouraged to develop the capacity for critical judgement and engage in an independent search for truth. This is where your Student Government can come in.

The People's concern of Student Government must be focused on education. As the spokesmen of the students, their programs and activities can serve as a vital forum for student expression. Programs of Student Government have real meaning only in the context of the students. The view of the student Government as co-ordinator of campus activities or as a laboratory for democratic methods misses the democratic potential of the situation. The position of Student Government is truly dynamic and unlimited.
Fnt Arts

Again this year the column reserves the space for student literary contributions and information pertaining to all the arts. All are most welcome to submit, see your work in print, and be a part. The editor reserves the right to make a selection for the sake of maintaining standards of a higher quality.

Kathryn Browne, Editor

Music

Edgecliff Singers meet every Tuesday & Thursday 4-5:30 for credit of non-collit in Maxwellton’s Organ Room. All are invited to join, men are especially most welcome. Tentative plans for the group this year include a tour March 24-27, a spring concert in mid-April and the traditional Christmas Party on December 10.

Cincinnati Conservatory of Music is sponsoring a series of 4 Tuesday concerts by the LaSalle Quartet, October 12, January 26, April 12 and May 17. All students are admitted free upon showing their college I.D. Doors open a half hour before the scheduled 8:30 performances. This is the same ensemble that gave a free classical concert in the Corbett-Edgecliff Theatre last year. They are professional musicians in residence at C.G.M.

“Bound Square”

“Bound Square” is a piece of sculpture by Jackie Winsor. Her work is on display at The Contemporary Art Center, downtown.

How Many Nina’s Can You Pinpoint?

The first 50 correct scores submitted to “The Edgecliff” (box in AD12, presstime) will receive 2 guest tickets to the Cincinnati Preview Screening of “The Big Easy” in mid-October. Be sure to include each NINA and piece you find NINA and your name and phone number.

CONGRATULATIONS, Jan and Jeanne

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY, Bruce. Enjoy some of the best.

TYPING SERVICES: Call weekends or evenings, 751-5335.

BUY YOUR classified ads today. A.D. 12, 8:00-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Marian.

DEAR SCOTT AND PAUL, Thanks for keeping in touch. Isn’t Mr. Bell Wonderful!!!

Calendar of Events

CLIP & SAVE

EDGECLIFF

Sept. 18-21

Drawings by Beth Moshier
Emery Gallery
21
Faculty Seminar
21
Consumer Science Club Membership
22
Primary Election
22
Speaker in the afternoon — Student Gov’t
23-24
Inaugural Election for Freshmen Senators
24
Welcome Back Party on Patio (Free Beer)
at 3:00 p.m.
26
Psychology Dept. Picnic
Oct. 1
Friday Night Movie — Student Gov’t
2
Gary Weekland — Spiritual Values
2
Alumni Homecoming
2
President’s Motor Inn
3
Red Fen Appreciation Day
4
Last day to withdraw from classes with a "W"

NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

Sept. 17
George Benson

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Sept. 21
Jackson Browne
Fieldhouse

DOWNTOWN

Sept.

18
Andy Williams
8:00 Music Hall
24
Gospel Bang
8:00 Tel-Auditorium
24
World of Star Trek
4:00 Coliseum
24
Cincinnati Ballet Co., Noon, Free
Fourth Square
24
Brazilian Street Gong "Feino", 12:45, FREE
Fountain Square
25
The Band & Chris Hillman
8:00 Coliseum
Oct.

2
Tom T. Hall & Gred Fender, Country Western Show
7:00 & 10:00 Est.
7
Neil sedaka
8:00 Music Hall

Tickets for all concerts at Tel-Auditorium & Music Hall are available at Community Ticket Office, Tanglewood.

FOR CAMPING, BACKPACKING, OR BIKING

If you’re going to do some camping or backpacking, or just spend a weekend off campus, food will be a major consideration in planning.

Foods such as raisins, nuts, crackers, canned soups and stews,.sanitaries, packages of low-fat dry milk, apples and oranges are a good bet. These foods are portable and pack well, lightweight, easy to carry, and non-perishable...and they don’t require a lot of fancy cooking.

For a great snack, a combination of several of these foods makes GORP. Originally, GORP meant “good of raisins and peanuts,” but the basic GORP has endless variations. Here are several GORP combinations you might try:

Hiking GORP: 1 cup raisins, 1 cup peanuts, 1/4 cup candy-coated chocolates

Biker’s GORP: 1 cup raisins, 1 cup natural cereal, 1 cup sunflower nuts

Olympic GORP: 1 cup raisins, 1/4 cup chopped walnuts, 1/4 cup shredded coconut

Just combine the ingredients and throw them in a plastic bag or container.

How to: Make GORP:

1. Mix the ingredients in a plastic container.
2. Mix about 1 cup raisins, 1 cup peanuts, and 1/4 cup candy-coated chocolates.
3. Mix about 1 cup raisins, 1 cup natural cereal, and 1 cup sunflower nuts.
4. Mix about 1 cup raisins, 1/4 cup chopped walnuts, and 1/4 cup shredded coconut.

CLASSIFIED ADS

BABYSITTERS needed for weekends.
evenings...one three-year-old girl. 15 per hour. Call Catherine at 361-8706 after 4pm.

FOR SALE: Dazzey Curling Wand; brand new, only $5. Call Sherry at 771-2718.

THE SIXTH FLOOR girl’s dorm is what’s happened at Edgecliff. Call 961-6607 for more information.

WELCOME BACK, Jonathan.

THE EDGECLIFF September 17, 1976